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Abstract

Railway transportation systems incorporate many safety critical systems such as signalization systems. Any possible failure within the scope of these safety critical systems can seriously harm the environment and lead to many life losses. Therefore design, development and the implementation of these sector specific products have been raised to a certain quality with the guidance of sector specific standards like EN 50126. Electronic interlocking system is one of the most important and essential product in railway transportation systems such that it controls railway traffic operation securely and prevents trains from colliding and also derailing. In this context, the developed algorithm must be automatically verified in order to ensure that the system will work totally reliable. In this paper, a new methodology using timed arc Petri nets is introduced in order to formally validate and verify railway interlocking system’s correctness and safety. Also in order to reduce the human effort and possible implementation errors, a new software is developed using the programming language C#. The developed program automatically generates the formal models of the interlocking system through a visual interface. Here the safety requirements, which are written in CTL formulation, are verified on TAPAAL. Finally the obtained algorithm and models are implemented on an operational railway station by developed software in order to show the introduced method’s effectiveness, accuracy and swiftness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Railway transportation systems gain more and more importance in recent years due to the increasing urbanization. This growing demand also requests a lot of new performance functionalities by time so a lot of new products enter the market and the existing ones are improved in the line of new requirements. In this context European Union (EU) provides a great deal of funding for the rail sector through various programs [1]. Also many projects were funded from a variety of sources in Europe in order to reach the goals of the European Railway Traffic Management System (ERTMS). One of the big challenges in these kind of projects is that the signalization system requires a predefined safety integrity level. In this regard, European Committee for Electrotechnical Standardization (CENELEC) highly recommends the use of formal methods given EN 50126:2001 Table A.16 [2].

Formal methods are mathematical based techniques used to model complex systems. As systems become more complicated, and safety becomes a more crucial issue, the formal modelling approach offers better solutions. While uses of these methods improve system reliability, design time and comprehensibility, they also enable us to verify the system’s properties. Furthermore, EN 50128 strongly recommends the utilization of formal methods in the modelling and verification of railway signalization and interlocking systems.

In the literature, there are numerous studies about the interlocking and signalization system design by using formal methods. S. A. Khan et al integrated mobile agent concepts with Petri nets to develop the mobile Petri net (MPN), which supports both mobility and concurrency, and used MPN to model the safety properties of moving block interlocking system along the switch and level crossing [3]. H. Wang et al proposed an innovative topology-based method which addresses the problems of having to rely too much
on designers’ experience and of incurring excessive cost of validation and verification in the development of railway train control systems [4]. A. E. Haxthausen et al explained the techniques for application of bounded model checking, and discusses their advantages in comparison to the alternative approaches [5]. Robert Abo and Laurent Voisin described the process of data validation using Ovada formal tool for railway safety-critical computer-based systems implemented by Systerel [6]. P. James et al proposed a formal method which is a verification step between programming the interlocking and the testing of this program [7]. B. Malakar and B.K. Roy used automation Petri nets (APNs), which is an extension of classical Petri-Nets, to model a railway interlocking and signalization system for a sample railway yard [8]. Pengfei Sun et al. introduces a modelling pattern of the French railway interlocking system, which is a parameterized model respects the French national rules [9]. Xi Wang, Tao Tang and Shuo Liu [10] introduces a model-based methodology for development of CBTC (Communications Based Train Control) interlocking system and they verified the correctness and safety of this interlocking system by means of Prover plug in model checker, which is integrated in SCADE. The authors formed formal models based on safety requirements for a point automation system, which is one part of a signalization system, by using TAPN (Timed Arc Petri Nets) [11]. The introduced algorithms in [11] were implemented in a software tool in order to automatically generate the TAPN models but the verification process is not introduced [12, 13]. Furthermore research on formal approaches to safety verification of railway interlocking system can be found in [14-19]. There are also limited number of studies about the automatic generation and verification of interlocking models. In a study, an algorithm for automatic interlocking table generation and its implementation is introduced. The specially developed software generates an interlocking table by translating a railway topology into an interlocking table [20-21]. However, the obtained interlocking tables in these studies were not verified. Yan Cao et al. introduce a toolset based on Domain Specific Language for Computer Based Interlocking Systems to automatically generate and verify the interlocking table [22].

In this study, the interlocking system was designed automatically by using TAPN, which is highly recommended by EN 50128. The reasons for selecting TAPN are briefly as follows. As it is known that, Petri nets can represent a larger class of languages than the class of regular languages so it provides a possibility to model a wider system family when compared to deterministic finite state automata. On the other hand there are too many different type of high level Petri nets like colored Petri nets, automation Petri nets, prioritized Petri nets and so on. The most important reason why TAPN is selected among different high level Petri nets is that the time can be added to the model as a parameter and a more realistic modeling dynamics can be acquired. Besides it should be stated that in general the complexity of the models increase when the other high level Petri nets are selected as the modelling tool. In reality more complex models mean more verification and validation times.

In this work, a new software tool was developed by using C# programming language to automatically generate TAPN models of interlocking systems such that these models can be viewed through TAPAAL, which is a tool for editing, simulating, analyzing and verifying TAPN. The verification process is done on the basis of certain safety requirements, which are written in CTL formulation. This study furthers our previous research with simpler and easily programmable TAPN models with lower generation and verification times. Also more complex single line systems are modeled contrary to double track lines which were modeled in our previous research. A modular modelling technique, which is also easy to design and implement into other system, is the main contribution of this paper. Furthermore this paper provides a method on how to automatically produce models using the proposed technique. The verification time of the model is also much shorten and almost instant when compared to other methods in the literature such that the most algorithms and models’ verification times ascend exponentially in increasing system complexity.

2. TIMED ARC PETRI NETS

TAPN is defined with a 7-tuple \((P, T, IA, OA, \text{Transport}, \text{Inhib}, \text{Inv})\) such that \(P = \{P_1, P_2, P_3, \ldots, P_n\}\) is a finite set of places, \(T = \{T_1, T_2, T_3, \ldots, T_n\}\) is a finite set of transitions, \(IA \subseteq P \times \tau \times T\) is a finite set of input arcs with \(\tau\) representing the time, \(OA \subseteq T \times P\) is a finite set of output arcs, \(\text{Transport} : IA \times OA \rightarrow \{\text{true}, \text{false}\}\) is a function defining transport arcs which are pairs of input and output arcs connected to some transition, \(\text{Inhib} : IA \rightarrow \{\text{true}, \text{false}\}\) is a function defining inhibitor arcs which do not collide with transport arcs and finally \(\text{Inv} : P \rightarrow \tau\) \(\text{inv}\) is a function assigning age invariants to places.
Here the timed-arc Petri net is an extension of the classic Petri nets. The enabling rule of a TAPN is a little bit different from the classical Petri nets. \(T_i \in T\) is enabled if for all input arcs except the inhibitor arcs, there is a token in the input place of the arc with an age satisfying the time interval of the arc. In other words, it is enabled when the age of the tokens in its all input places have reached its time intervals. Also, \(T_i \in T\) is enabled if there is no token in the input place of the arc with an age satisfying the time interval of the arc for all inhibitor arcs. A transition \(T_i \in T\) may be fired if it is enabled by the marking of its input places and if all time restriction related to its time interval are satisfied. Also for detailed information refer to [24, 25, 26].

3. RAILWAY INTERLOCKING SYSTEM

The safety of railway transportation depends especially on the interlocking system, which is a crucial subsystem of the signalization system. The main purpose of the interlocking system is to guarantee the safety of the vehicles. In this context, the commands coming from TCC (Traffic Control Center) are evaluated and decided according to the states of field equipment like points, signals and track circuits and safe and convenient decisions are taken. The main task of the interlocking system is relevant to route. Generally, in order to set a route for an incoming train, none of the track circuits should be occupied by any railway vehicle, all points on the desired route must be in appropriate position and locked and also all conflicting signals and opposing signals should be locked. Thus, other routes that conflict with the desired route are prohibited to ensure safety and security. After the vehicle completes the route, prohibited railway tracks become available and all the electronic locks are released. In this perspective, interlocking system consists of three parts; points, signals and track circuits.

3.1. Point

A railway point is a mechanical installation enabling trains to maneuver to right or left at a railway junction. When a route is desired, the corresponding points on this desired route are moved laterally to their desired position by the interlocking system itself.

3.2. Signal

Signals are systems that transmit colored light notice, notifying the trains if there is a train on the proceeding tracks and if the train will travel upon diverging points to ensure trains are moving at safe speeds. It is crucial to use signals since the brake distance of railway transportation vehicles is more than that of other transportation vehicles.

3.3. Track Circuits

The positions of the trains have to be known at all times in order to guide the railway traffic in a safe manner. For fixed block railway signalization systems, track circuit is the most frequently used component to detect the absence of a train on the track section.

4. FORMAL MODELING OF INTERLOCKING SYSTEM

Interlocking system in this study was modelled using TAPN, one of the formal modelling methods based on CENELEC EN 50128 standard (Table A.17-Modeling), which was also highly recommended to be used by the relevant standard. The use of TAPN allows us to carry out rigorous analysis and examine the system symbolically. In addition, it is possible to transfer temporal acts into the model better and so more powerful models are obtained. It also enables us to model and design the system on modular basis, which is also recommended by CENELEC EN 50128.

Here in this study, point and signal TAPN models were formed separately. The interaction between the block sections are introduced by a field topology model and the safe movement of a vehicle from signal to signal is also introduced with a route model.
4.1. The TAPN model of a point

The main functionality of the point is modelled by TAPN model with seven places such that these are P={Point_Normal, Region_Busy, Point_Reverse, Point_Move_Normal, Point_Move_Reverse, RtoN, NtoR}. Here the places respectively indicate the following situations: point is in normal position, occupation of point block section, point is in reverse position, move point to normal position, move point to reverse position, transition state while point transitions from reverse to normal, transition state while point transitions from normal to reverse. If there is a token on “Region_Busy” place, this means that there is a train on the point track section and the point should not move. The corresponding timed-arc petri net model is given at Fig. 1.

![Point TAPN model](image)

Figure 1. Point TAPN model

4.2. The TAPN model of a signal

The general operating principles of the signal model given in Fig. 2 are as follows. The model includes 8 places. These are “Signal_Enable”, “Signal_R”, “Signal_G”, “Signal_Y”, “Signal_GOY”, “Signal_YOY”, “Signal_ROY”, and “System_Idle” places These places express “the signal is enabled”, “the signal indicates red”, “the signal indicates green”, “the signal indicates yellow”, “the signal indicates green and yellow”, “the signal indicates yellow and yellow”, “the signal indicates red and yellow” and “signal is not set” situations respectively. If a diverging point is present on the route, Signal_GOY or Signal_YOY positions will receive a token depending on the indicator of the next signal models. The second yellow signal indicates that the route includes a diverging track section.
Diverging TAPN model part of signal can be seen in Fig. 3. Lastly if the train is moving to a signalless track section Signal_ROY position will receive a token. System_Idle position is to prevent setting a route before the signal is set. The below signal model is produced for a 4- aspect signal. For a 3- aspect signal a similar model can be easily used but “Signal_GOY”, “Signal_YOY” and “Signal_ROY” places are not present in that model. The relevant timed-arc petri net model formed can be seen at Fig. 2.

4.3. Route TAPN model

Depending on the need routes, which allow trains to safely access certain block sections, are opened. The route model manages these routes and is composed of intersecting routes and 7 places which are P={System_Idle, Signal_Enable, Point_Move_Normal or Point_Move_Reverse, Point_Set, P0, P1}. When a request to open a route is received if no intersecting routes are open the points along the route are set to
their desired positions immediately after the color codes of the signals along the route are set accordingly. With these preparations the route is open and the train can travel safely along the route. The relevant Timed-Arc Petri Net model formed can be seen at Fig. 4.

**Figure 4. Diverging Part of the Signal model**

### 4.4. Field TAPN model

Field model simulates the movement of the trains inside the station. In each field model there is a starting block section and block sections that can be reached from the starting block section. For a detailed representation color codes of the signals, positions of the points and the track circuit which detects the presence of trains are added to this model. The relevant Timed-Arc Petri Net model formed can be seen at Fig. 4.

**Figure 5. Field TAPN model**
5. AUTOMATIC INTERLOCKING FORMAL MODEL GENERATION

Automatic formal model generation for interlocking system was performed by a software tool. A graphical user interface provides a simple way for users to draw station topology and eliminates the need for a second tool. Fig. 6 shows the interface with an example station topology.

![Figure 6. Snapshot of GUI](image)

Software part receives the model created inside the user interface and transforms this received messy data into meaningful matrices. A matrix is created for blocks, points and signals containing information on them and information on their connections to each other. Using these matrices another matrix, which contains information on routes, is created as seen at Fig. 7.

As the routes are set from signal to another signal, possible routes can easily be discovered using connection data of each component. The given algorithm in Fig. 7 starts with a block section and reaches to another block section which is the same as starting from a signal and ending at another signal.
Figure 7. The Flowchart in order to find all possible routes

Figure 8. Conflicting routes flowchart
Another main constraint comes from the block section topology is the conflicting route set. If two conflicting routes are activated by the interlocking system, a possible collusion can occur. So the conflicting routes are determined within the algorithm given in Fig. 8. Using the sorted data obtained using the algorithms shown above TAPN models can be generated.

Here the generated point TAPN models are same for every point, only the id’s of points are changed. The point models for each point are created according to the model given in Fig. 1. The Signal TAPN models are created according to its location on the topology and the introduced signal model in Fig. 2. The corresponding algorithm is given at Fig. 9.

**Figure 9. Signal TAPN model creating flowchart**
Route model for every route possible is created using the route matrix. There are two important issues in forming route model. The first one, conflicting routes should never be opened at the same time. The second one, points should be in correct position on desired route. Route TAPN model can be created according to the algorithm given at Fig. 10a. Topology algorithm deals with the interaction of block sections. The vehicles move with the help of the signal indicator such that these indicators are also added to the model along with point block sections that the vehicle travels. This algorithm is also shown at Fig. 10b.

Once a model is created, the queries are added to the model by using the developed software and an xml file is created. This file can be opened and modified with the help of TAPAAL [25].

Figure 10. (a) Route TAPN model creating flowchart - (b) Topology TAPN model creating flowchar
6. Verification of Formal Models for Railway Interlocking System

After the models are created, the adequacy of the model is verified by introducing the safety requirements written in computational tree logic [27]. These safety queries are added to route and field models in automatic modelling process. All queries are checked via TAPAAL discrete verification method based on the breadth first search order in state space.

6.1. Saray station

Saray station, which is operated by Turkish Railway Company, is chosen in order to check out the correctness of the introduced models and algorithms. This station has 4 points \( P=\{P_0, P_1, P_2, P_3\} \), 5 track circuits \( TC=\{M_0, M_1, M_2, M_3, M_4\} \) and as well as 10 signals \( S=\{L_0, L_1, T_0, T_1, D_0, D_1, D_2, D_3, D_4, D_5\} \). The topology of Saray station is given in Fig. 11.

Conflicting routes and occupied block sections must be checked before opening routes to ensure safety. Points that are on the route are translated to their desired positions and the respective signal is set before the route is set. During this process system idle get a token and disables any parallel process until the route is locked. A route TAPN model which created by the developed software is given below in Fig. 12.

Figure 11. The topology of TCDD Saray station

Figure 12. Route TAPN model from M2 track to M0 track
Before a route is active, its respective signal must be set. Signals are set to green or yellow depending on the indicator of the next signal only if a signal is a 4-aspect signal then if the route is diverging signal indicator is set as yellow over yellow or green over yellow. A red over yellow indicator is used when the destination is a non-signaled track.

Topology TAPN models are used to simulate a train’s movement once a signal is set. The topology TAPN model generated using our software is given in Fig. 13.

**Figure 13. Field TAPN model from M2 track**

6.2. Verification results for Saray station

Verification process is made based on identified safety requirements (SRs). The some of them can be listed as follows:

SR1: All routes that conflict with the desired route must be prohibited and must never be set. Table 1 shows the analysis of SR1. SR1 is written in CTL formulation as follow:

\[ AG(\neg RouteM_0 \land M_2 \geq 1 \land \neg (RouteM_1 \land M_2 \geq 1) \lor \neg (RouteM_1 \land M_2 \geq 1) \lor \ldots) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Verification time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Route_M0_M2_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route_M0_M3_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route_M0_M4_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.015 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route_M1_M2_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.015 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route_M1_M3_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route_M1_M4_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route_M2_M0_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route_M2_M1_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route_M3_M0_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route_M3_M0_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route_M3_M1_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Route_M4_M0_SR1</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SR2: The point must never move, while the train occupies the point. Namely, it should not get any command
for changing of position, while the train passes over the point. Table 2 shows the analysis of SR2. SR2 is written in CTL formulation as follow:

$$AG\neg\left((R_k_{Busy} \geq 1) \land \left((P_k_{NtoR} \geq 1) \lor (P_k_{RtoN} \geq 1)\right)\right)$$

**Table 2. Analysis of SR2**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Verification time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Point0_SR2</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.017 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point1_SR2</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.015 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point2_SR2</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Point3_SR2</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.015 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SR3: Two trains cannot reside on the same track circuit or at the same point region at the same time. The number of trains on a track circuit segment or a point region must not be greater than one. Table 3 shows the analysis of SR3. SR3 is written in CTL formulation as follow:

$$AG\neg(R_k_{Busy} > 1) \lor (M_j_{Busy} > 1)$$

**Table 3. Analysis of SR3**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Result</th>
<th>Verification time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M0_SR3</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1_SR3</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M2_SR3</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M3_SR3</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.015 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M4_SR3</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.015 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R0_SR3</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.016 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1_SR3</td>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7. CONCLUSION

In this study, the modeling and verification of fixed block railway signalization systems is examined and a new automatically modeling and verification formalism is introduced. Here the introduced models are generated by using timed arc Petri nets, which is a highly recommended formal method by CENELEC EN 50128 standard. The developed models include all the primary dynamics of the fixed block railway signalization systems in a plain way such that they can be easily extended by the railway sector experts if needed. Also a software tool is developed by using C# programming language to automatically generate TAPN models for railway signalization interlocking systems by a visual interface. These models can also be viewed through TAPAAL, which is a tool for editing, simulating, analyzing and verifying TAPN. The verification process is done on the basis of certain safety requirements, which are written in CTL formulation. In order to show the effectiveness of the introduced models and algorithms, the results are implemented on Saray station, which is operated by Turkish Railway Company. The results prove the effectiveness and accuracy of the introduced approach such that model production and verification times is very low. Finally it is necessary to state that the developed software reduces the human implementation errors which is very critical when considered safety critical systems.
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